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Introduction

This paper will reflect the experience, perspective, and design rationale of one institution rather than attempt to give a comprehensive survey of the full spectrum of experience and designs.

Several examples are given and references made to Duchenne muscular dystrophy (D.M.D.). The D.M.D. examples are used when they are particularly good illustrations of a general principle which helps complete our understanding of seating for children with cerebral palsy. For more information on our experience and rationale relative to seating boys with Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, refer to the reference section.

The study of seating has many facets (cosmetic, functional, economic, etc.) and many professional perspectives (engineer, therapist, orthotist, physician, manufacturer, etc.). Engineers tend to relate to biomechanics and the economics of standard design. Therapists are concerned with function, development, inhibition of spasticity, etc. Each medical specialist has a different predominant focus. In different settings, it is inevitable that availability of professionals, availability of funds, age and severity of client population, etc., vary, and these factors will direct the seating program. Another important factor is that orthotists have not traditionally been trained in the provision of special seating, most are not active in special seating, and in most communities, there is a shortage of orthotists. These realities are a major reason why pre-manufactured, easy to assemble, and adjustable designs have predominated in many regions. The potential for commercial success and profit for the manufacturer, the ability to provide a system without the involvement of professional orthotists (who are scarce and often inexperienced in seating), and the need to minimize costs, all seem to be best served by the wide distribution of pre-manufactured designs. In many communities, that is the best option available at this time. However, these are communities and settings wherein the circumstances make it possible to have the advantages of custom fabricated designs.

To help you put this paper into perspective, we need to provide some information on the history of our seating program. The Orthotic Prosthetic Laboratory at Gillette Children’s Hospital became involved with seating in 1974. Our seating program developed out of almost ideal circumstances. Orthotic services were strong and there was a close working relationship between our orthotists, therapists, and medical specialists. Weekly clinics brought a steady stream of clients through our outpatient clinic where the team members worked together to solve both general and individual problems. Also extremely important was our strong tradition and mechanisms for follow-up, which provided us with excellent feedback. Early entry into seating, and the growth of the program, quickly gave us a significant volume so that specialists could be assigned and efficient procedures developed.

Another factor bearing positively on our program is Gillette’s extensive experience in spinal
orthopedics. Spinal support to resist the develop-
ment of spine deformities is therefore an
ever-present consideration.

Although we have some experience with
people of middle and advanced age, our experi-
ence at Gillette Children's Hospital is primarily
with people from birth into young adulthood.
This younger age group will be the focus of this
paper. Our client population with cerebral palsy
includes the full spectrum of severity, but the
very severe cases far outnumber the less se-
vere.

It is important that we all endeavor to recog-
nize and respect the various aspects, perspec-
tives, and variable circumstances mentioned
earlier. Two very different scaling programs
may offer equally excellent care, but both can
be even better if they "compare notes." This
paper is a compilation of our "notes."

Fundamental Goals

The scaling systems we provide must benefit
the impaired person, those who care for that
person, and society. Balanced against that,
every piece of equipment inherently carries
costs and disadvantages. Our systems cannot be
all things to all people, but we will most nearly
approach the ideal by keeping our sights aimed
directly at the fundamental benefits and goals
while we disagree to minimize the negatives.

What are the fundamental goals? The main
categories are outlined below.

1) Function
2) Orthopedic/Neurologic
3) Cost/privacy
4) Safety
5) Economy

Function is primary. It affects a range of ac-
divities and benefits which can best be ex-
plained by examples: recreation for the child
and family, making it easier for a care worker
to feed a younger, improving the child's field
of vision, increasing his comfort, increasing the
level of independence, etc. A functional scaling
system improves the child's development, de-
creases the amount of work required to take
care of the child, and promotes a more enjoy-
able existence for the entire family.

From an orthopedic/neurologic standpoint,
the ideal would be to prevent the progression
of hip and spine deformities, and maintain body
positions which reduce specific reflex patterns.
The expected benefits are better voluntary con-
trol, less severe deformity, less surgery, and a
corresponding decrease in the work and cost of
daily care. The advantages are perhaps most
apparent to those of us who have visited state
hospitals and have seen severely involved adult
patients who were maintained only in recur-
rent best positions during their earlier years.
Positioning options for these adults are so severely
limited that constant and expensive care is re-
quired to prevent ulcers and necrosis. Also,
hospitalization for these problems and pneumo-
nia tend to be more frequent.

Cosmetically the ideal is a well camou-
gaged, hidden, or attractive scaling system
which helps the youngster sit upright with the
head in a position to see and be seen. The aesthetic and transitional benefits of a cosmetically appealing seating system accrue to the child and everyone in his environment.

Federal laws passed in the U.S. in the early and mid 1970’s mandated that children be transported from their living environments to educational settings. Safe transportation necessitates secure seating. Ultimately, society benefits, both tangibly and intangibly.

Comparing the costs of various seating approaches is difficult because of the many costs which should be taken into account and the complexity of the various alternatives. We must take into account the cost of the seat, the cost of wheelchairs, repairs, frequency of replacement, and the cost of therapist involvement. The most important economic factor is the impact of a particular seating decision on the long range cost of daily care and health care. Long range costs must be considered, but they are very hard to estimate.

**Biomechanics of Seating**

The unimpaired human trunk-neck-head complex receives its stability partly from the spinal column acting as a controlled stack of compression elements and partly from a multitude of muscles acting in several different
ways. The paraspinal muscles have a direct action on the configuration of the spine through extension, lateral flexion, and rotation. The abdominal (and to some extent, costal) muscles, in addition to being direct skeletal movers, affect the spine's stability and configuration indirectly, but importantly, through their action on the viscera. Muscle action in contrast and control the circumference of the abdomen and thorax, allowing compressive body weight loads to be taken partly through the solid, fixed abdominal-thoracic cylinder rather than all acting down through the spinal column. This adds significantly to the stability of the torso. We must note that recent research by Nilsen, et al. 6 (indicating that the Valsalva maneuver fails to lower pressure in the intervertebral disks) challenges this classical explanation to Morris, 7 but does not propose a new analysis of abdominal muscle function in trunk stabilization. Swedish data suggest that we don't fully understand what the Valsalva maneuver consists of and how it functions biomechanically. (The Valsalva maneuver is a general transient of abdominal muscles.)

The normal activity of sitting consists of a series of frequently changed postures. Each of these postures would be uncomfortable, unattractive, and even injurious if it were the only posture available to us and maintained for hours. It is the frequent voluntary change which makes those postures palatable, safe, acceptable and tolerably comfortable for more than ten minutes. It is quite an undertaking to design a seating system in which our client can safely and comfortably sit, with little or no change, for a matter of hours. In the case of a person with cerebral palsy, the abnormality of muscle tone about the pelvis and thighs is the major reason this can be accomplished.

It is important to note that when a child has some limited postural alignment capability, that capability is greatest at the head and neck. There is less ability to control the trunk. Figure 1. (This capability reflects the early developmental stages of an infant, but when we see it in the older clients, it appears delayed or arrested development.) Applying pressure is typically used to stabilize the upper thorax for effective

Figure 5. This is an X-ray illustrating the typical til of the pelvis in the drawing of the continuity of the major scoliosis curve.

Figure 6. When abdominal and lower costal muscles are fascicled, a simple gusset, providing some circumferential constraint helps to create a hydraulic load bearing column. This reduces the collapsing load on the neural column.
neck and head control. This illustrates two seating principles. The first is that the postural control and use of the superior body elements is dependent on the stability of body elements inferior to them. Second, the seat should bring the stability from the pelvis upward to meet the descending/decreasing voluntary stability of the client. Terminating stability too low will fail to maximize the child's function. Carrying stability too high will deprive the client of his full voluntary movement capability.

Since "normal" sitting postures are so variable and changeable, we cannot relate supported sitting postures to a specific normal posture. We must reason and choose a sitting posture which has the most advantages, and propose it as a "standard." We choose the "sitting at attention" sagittal configuration. Figure 2.) Because it represents a mid-range spine configuration, it allows significant weight bearing on the proximal thighs as well as the bottom of the pelvis, it is a somatic posture (score and heel upright, facing outward,) and it is a functional posture (head in a position to observe and thrust out and shoulders forming a secure base for the neck and arms to move). In the sagittal plane, the sacrum is tilted anteriorly a moderate amount. There is moderate lumbar lordosis, thoracic kyphosis, and cervical lordosis. We would further propose that the "standard" posture consists of a pelvis level and the spine straight is the frontal plane. When the left side of the pelvis is elevated, the pelvis is said to be "tilt right," and when the right side is elevated, it is "tilt left" (Figure 3). Likewise, in the sagittal view, the pelvis is "tilt posterox" or "tilt anteriorl" depending on which direction the upper parts of the pelvis are oriented relative to "standard." (Figure 4.) In the transverse plane, if the right side of the pelvis is rotated forward relative to the shoulders, we would say the pelvis is "tongued leftward." If we do not present this nomenclature as the most correct, but offer it for use in the absence of standard nomenclature.

Cerebral palsy is a disease that expresses itself in a wide variety of static and dynamic patterns, and we cannot go into the mechanics of all those variations. We will limit ourselves to a discussion of what, in our experience, is the most common combination.

Fortunately, even some of the children with severe cerebral palsy do not have a significant deformity involving scoliosis of the frontal plane. This is not to say, however, that scoliosis is rare in this group. Scoliosis is quite common, and we see very severe cases. When we examine a child with scoliosis, we should evaluate whether or not the scoliotic collapse is aggravated by asymmetric trunk muscle spasticity.
Figure 8. Photos of x-rays taken before (left) and last after (right) the child's pelvis was leveled in the sitting support orthosis illustrate the stabilizing benefit of pelvic control.

Figure 9. Left and center x-rays show the deterioration which occurred during a time period when the pelvic leveling procedure was not used. The x-ray on the right shows the immediate effect of leveling (to the extent then possible) and controlling the pelvis.
We can expect to be much more effective at controlling a scoliotic deformity when symmetrical trunk muscle stability appears not to be a significant factor.

One of the usual characteristics of scoliosis in neuro-muscularly impaired sitter is lateral tilting of the pelvis in the direction of the convexity of the major scoliosis curve (Figure 5). This is not surprising when we consider that pelvic orientation is usually not under voluntary control. This characteristic will become more interesting later as we discuss the various methods for generating spine stability.

There are several distinct biomechanical schemes for providing spine stability to resist scoliosis. These schemes do not, of course, operate exclusively in the frontal plane. Also, the employment of one scheme does not preclude the simultaneous employment of one or more other schemes. The first and most familiar of these is “three-point force.” We need not explain the principles of the scheme since they are so well known. However, it is appropriate to note that three-point-force schemes are much less effective at stabilizing a multi-joint, multi-axis system such as the spinal column, than stabilizing a single-joint system such as the elbow octane. The application of the three-point scheme in a spinal support system, which includes a seat, has some advantage over a traditional spinal orthosis in that the most inferior force can be located at greater distance from the more superior forces to give a longer moment arm. However, the more the client functionally moves in his seated position, the less the seat is able to apply three-point support, because it doesn’t move with the client. Furthermore, a spinal orthosis can be worn 24 hours per day, if necessary. These latter considerations make the spinal orthosis a stronger orthotic treatment of progressive spine deformity.

The second scheme we will discuss has to do with the Valsalva maneuver, given earlier, in which the abdominal and costal muscles function to relieve the spinal column of compressive and bending loads. No matter what exactly happens during the Valsalva maneuver, the Morris explanation is a valid biomechanical analysis of how a supine core contributes to
trunk-spine stability in the presence of flaccid paralyses of abdominal and costal muscles. Under certain conditions, and with empirical evidence indicating that when we passively apply circumferential abdominal constraint (i.e., snug corset), a hydraulic load-bearing system is created and we reduce the magnitude of flexible collapse (Figure 6). In our experience, the corset is seldom used for children with cerebral palsy, but it is virtually always useful for children with muscular dystrophy.

The third scheme for enhancing spine stability derives from the fact that the sacropelvic complex forms the foundation on which the flexible spinal column rests. Voluntary pelvic control is an important component of spine stability. In the untrained trunk, if, by a conforming design about the pelvis and a properly fitting system, we can increase the foundation (bottom end) constraint conditions, much is added to spinal stability. The pair of diagrams on the left side of Figure 7 illustrates the similarity between the spinal column in a case of an uncontrolled pelvis and the slender column pin jointed free to 0 [00] at its lower end. The two diagrams on the right in Figure 7 illustrate the similarity between the controlled pelvic case and the built-in hanger end condition. Elastic column buckling equations for the two beams indicate that the built-in beam will withstand almost twice as much load as the other before buckling. To achieve this end condition stability, we need a well-fitted seat, as well as a procedure to level the pelvis, each time the child is seated.

To fully appreciate the strength of this scheme in practice, compare the two x-rays in Figure 8. Figure 8a is the x-ray taken just before the pelvic leveling procedure was performed and Figure 8b is the x-ray taken a few minutes later, after the pelvic leveling procedure was performed. The Cobb angle is reduced from 36 degrees to 20 degrees by this quick procedure, which is normally performed as a training part of positioning the child in the sitting support orthosis. These x-rays are of a
boy with Duschenne muscular dystrophy; he was not wearing a corset.

A second example is given in Figure 9. The left and center x-rays show the progression which occurred in the eight months following fitting. During this period, the parents did not use the pelvic leveling procedure. The x-ray on the right was taken a short time after the center x-ray, with the only difference being the pelvic leveling procedure was performed before the last film. Note: once a spine deformity has become partially structural, the pelvis can be leveled only to the degree that the deformity is still flexible.

In summary, maintaining a level pelvis makes it easier to control the spine. Pelvic control and orientation in the frontal plane also relates strongly to the uniformity of pressures in weight-bearing areas and minimizing the progressive deterioration of sitting comfort.

Let us now look at two examples where these stabilizing schemes have been simultaneously applied. Figure 10a is a photo of a 12 year old boy with muscular dystrophy, sitting as he was presented to us. Figure 10b shows the sitting support system properly applied. The corset is entirely independent, it is not attached to the seat. Figures 10c and 10d compare his AP spine x-rays with and without the orthotic system. The lateral tilt of his pelvis is reduced from 42° to 22°. The Cobb angle of his scoliosis was reduced from 65° to 35°. Curve con-
trol of this magnitude is not unusual as long as the deformity is still flexible. Figure 11a is the x-ray of J.S., a 14 year old girl with cerebral palsy. She presented a right thoraco-lumbar scoliosis of 30° and a rightward pelvic tilt of eight degrees. Her shoulders were tilted 15° to the left partly because she used her right arm for propping to avoid falling to the right. We provided her with a soft cornet and the Gillette Sitting Support Orthosis. The Sitting Support Orthosis was to provide pelvic control and bilateral "propping" support. It had no head rest or anterior support. The x-ray taken just after fitting shows pelvic tilt reduced to two degrees. (Figure 11b), the Cobb angle of the scoliosis reduced to 22°, and shoulders leveled. Both bands were free to function, and she said she could breathe deeper.
In cerebral palsy, we occasionally see a case of lateral pelvic tilt and scoliotic posture secondary to a unilateral hip extension contracture. A right hip extension contracture, if not accommodated, will cause the right side of the pelvis to be elevated. The pelvis will be tilted leftward and a compensatory convex left scoliosis will be produced. When we see this problem, it is usually an older child or adult. Figure 12 is an example of a rather extreme case of how the deformity was accommodated to minimize pelvic and spinal malalignment and stress.

In the sagittal view, we commonly see a posture dominated by the powerful, very active hamstring muscle group. The gluteals are often hypertonic to resist adequate hip flexion for an ideal sitting alignment. To a greater or lesser degree, the pelvis is maintained in a posterior tilt position with weight bearing shifted posteriorly toward the sacrum. This pelvic alignment...
Figure 18. A diagram of the contoured plastic shell Sitting Support Orthosis (S.S.O.) tends to reduce lumbosacral and convert it to a kyphosis (Figure 13). The loss of lumbar lordosis makes it more difficult for the thoracic extensors to maintain a vertical upper thorax. This explains why a flexible spine, maintained with a pelvic belt and lumbar bolster to restore lumbar lordosis, often produces better active alignment of the upper thorax and head. We would caution you that different solutions are necessary for people with rigid kyphosisis.

The three forces needed to maintain the position of the pelvis and lumbar spine are the thigh support, lap belt constraint, and lumbar support (Figure 14). Attention must be given to properly provide all three. The seat bottoms must be configured specifically to provide optimum thigh support. A flat horizontal seat bottom will never maintain hip flexion against active extension (Figure 15). The anatomy itself calls for a depression under the pavis to bring the femur to a horizontal position (Figure 16). More importantly, the hip flexion required to "break through" the extensor spasticity varies from child to child, but we usually find that some degree of seat bottom incline (pelvis to knees) is needed for the more severely involved children (Figures 17a and 17b).

Figure 19. Anterior view of the child in his S.S.O. This photo illustrates how the thin polypropylene shell can achieve high bilateral thoracic support without interfering with arm position.

The pelvic belt force is perhaps the most critical. The pelvic belt must be perfectly anchored; close to the body posteriolaterally for good "wrap around" and at the correct level to achieve a good downward force component (Figures 18 and 19). The most common mistake is to anchor the lap belt too low. We have never seen one anchored too low. We must remember that none of the hip/lumbar support forces function properly in service unless the caregivers know why and how to put the pelvis in position and snug up the pelvic belt. Without education and training of the users, our designs are worthless. We must train and retrain on every return visit.

A fourth support force is sometimes needed in the area of the upper thorax or shoulders to maintain adequate thoracic extension. This is accomplished with a vest or shoulder straps which must be adjustable for reading the amount of support to fit the need, which may vary through the daily routine of activities.

Seating misalignment and deformity problems in the transverse plane are not uncommon among the severely involved cerebral palsy population. The problem consists of the pelvis being torqued right or left by deformities
of one or both hips. A severe adduction contracture of the right hip will, for instance, cause a waist misalignment which inclines the right side of the thighs (with respect to the pelvis), a rightward torqued pelvis, and an apparent (not actually) short right femur. This misalignment has been well diagrammed in a article by Mercer Rang, et al. A severe abduction contracture of the left hip will cause a similar misalignment. These deformities are often referred to as "wind blown hips." We can see that when such a condition exists, forcing the thighs to be aligned straighter forward will oblige the client to sit facing to one side, or the spine will be continuously twisted. In most cases, the direction of the thighs may be altered enough to avoid much of the spinal twist. Figure 20a is a photo of a top view of a Sitting Support Orthosis we provided for such a client. Figure 20b is the same view of the client in the orthosis.

It is of utmost importance, as we treat these clients, that we keep function and quality of life issues uppermost in our mind. biomechanics and deformity prevention locals often must be compromised to avoid undue impingement on any aspect of the child's development or function.

Client Evaluation

Seating evaluations at Galactic always include an orthotic, a therapist, and a physician in addition to the client, parents or caretakers, and, if available, a community therapist. The physical evaluation includes an assessment of orthopedic deformities, spastic reflex patterns, voluntary sitting capability, and other functional abilities. To assess sitting ability, two people manually control the child's thighs, pelvis, and lower trunk. If, with this amount of stabilizing assistance, the child still cannot manage an upright sitting posture, we would grade voluntary sitting capability at non-existent. If the child can, with that assistance, assume an upright sitting posture and maintain it for ten seconds, we would grade voluntary sitting capability at poor to fair. Better performance would be graded accordingly as better than fair. A thorough interview of parents and others with the child is immensely valuable. We want to find out about the child's daily routine, mode of family transportation, what they feel are positive and negative features about their present...
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Figure 21. The current design for the Upholstered Sitting Support Optimus combines an ABS frame and removable, firm upholstered components.

Figure 22. This photo shows the bilateral pelvic growth pads which can be removed later to accommodate an increased pelvic width.

Seating Design

We currently solve the majority of the seating problems we encounter with variations in seating equipment and routine, and the child's usual status compared to what we are observing. We also seek all concerns and ideas they may have for optimum seating. The interview should gradually become more of an educational session and finally a discussion of options. The child and parents or caretakers should, as much as possible, feel they were heard, were educated, and have participated in the decisions made on the seat, mobility base, accessories, etc.

Figure 23. This diagram shows both right and incorrect ways to render a vest support. Incidentally, Figure 29 is an example of a vest too snug across the mid-chest.
on two basic designs. Both are custom made.

Although there have been many very significant design changes along the way, the Gilliatt style Sitting Support Orthosis (S.S.O.) has continued, from 1974 to the present, as a portable system utilizing a custom milled unpadded plastic shell mounted in a plastic foam brace (Figures 18 and 24). We have provided approximately 1,000 of these Sitting Support Orthoses. Our present rate of S.S.O. production is about 140 per year.

In the early years, we also constructed upholstery and plywood seats. In 1983, we converted that rectangular design to one that used upholstered removable components attached to the inside surfaces of a plastic seat frame as shown in Figure 21. (We first saw a design similar to Figure 21 at the Royal Ottawa Rehabilitation Center. In addition to our own changes, the present design incorporates features also learned from the Rehabilitation Engineering Center at Children’s Hospital at Stanford.) To distinguish this design from the contoured plastic shell type S.S.O., we call it an Upholstered Sitting Support Orthosis (U.S.S.O.). We currently construct and use about 200 of these units annually.

A more specific discussion of the design of the S.S.O. must start with noting that the main structure is an unpadded, thin plastic shell. Because of the thickness of the supporting shell, the seat is less bulky, less visible, and lighter.
than other seats. It allows us to provide close thoracic support up to the axillary level and wrap around the thorax between the arm and chest, and well past mid-line, without impinging on the arm (Figures 18 and 19). When properly contoured, the shell can be left almost totally unpadded. The unpadded shell is easier to clean and requires less maintenance. The pelvic portion is contoured and sewn to fill the hollow pelvic area quite close, but not snug. At fitting time, we leave adequate space to push our fingers between the plateus medialis and the seat bilaterally. About 18 months ago, we began providing room in the shell to install bilateral pelvic growth pads (visible in Figure 22), which are removed later as the pelvis grows wider.

There is complete freedom within the design to reduce the level and amount of support to match the client’s need; it may not include a head support, vest, or shoulder straps, and bilateral thoracic support may be terminated at a lower level and have more room for movement as appropriate.

Anterior upper thoracic support is provided by either a special vest (Figure 23) or shoulder straps (Figure 24). The shoulder straps are more efficient at keeping the thorax in an extended, upright position. However, when the child has some arm function, we prefer to use the vest because it can be configured to impinge less on the anterior axillary musculature. Note that the lower attachment points for the vest or shoulder straps should be in the subaxillary area to provide good wrap-around and a proportionately directed holding vector. Some commercially available seats anchor the shoulder straps to the lap belt. That design is seriously flawed because the shoulder straps then pull the lap belt upward of proper position and pull down on the shoulders.

When the S.S.O. is used for people with severe scoliosis or hypotrichosis, the polypropylene shell accommodates to the contours of the deformity. However, sometimes our best efforts fail to create sufficiently precise contours to spread pressure evenly over the entire rib prominence. Figure 25 diagrams how we sometimes solve that problem: an adjustable density cloth panel is inserted through vertical slits in the shell. The panel wraps around the prominence, conforming to the contour.

Head support varies from nothing to a simple occipital prop to a variety of designs, depending on the particular challenge presented. A few of the many designs we have contrived over the years are shown in Figures 26, 27, and 28. We do not have a good solution for the child who persists in actively bringing the head forward and down. In cases in which children with hypotrichosis, the sheer weight of the head presents special safety and weight bearing problems (Figures 29 and 30).

Figure 27. This is a variation which incorporates a cranial support above the ears for greater leverage if there is more forward tendency in laterally flexed cervical spine.

Figure 28. If there is a tendency for the child’s head to drop forward and the bar is very little or no ability to bring it back up, a firm, padded neck collar can sometimes give significant improvement. The collar is sometimes anchored to the S.S.O., behind the neck.
We haven't the space to show and explain the wide variety of adaptations which are
unnecessarily added for shoulder protection, arm positioning, etc. We work closely with the
therapists so that they can help design the final configuration for best functional positioning.

As emphasized earlier, a seating position must consider the sitting functional environ-
ment. The seating options we produce are re-

Figure 29. This headrest for a hydrocephalic child has a safety bar which hinges upward for entrance and exit.

Figure 30. This cradle type headrest is mounted so that it can be pivoted by means of a small wheel-crank. The child turns the wheel-crank to change weight bearing areas and to change the direction of her gaze.

We have found that a seating program, to be effective, must address the full spectrum of the activities. It must also utilize related equipment in the sitting environment. Footrests, wheelchair upholstery, laptrays, and control boxes are some of the most common things which must be modified, moved, or completely replaced with special slings and belts. It seems to us that the "standard" wheelchair was designed to be "stretched" (Figure 23) rather than to be sat erect in. Those chairs are not adequate, as manufactured, nor extended use by anyone.

In spite of the newer, more enlightened designs coming along, these "standard" wheelchairs are still part of the scene and must be dealt with. When we sit a client erect on a firm seat, and then place him on a wheelchair, the client's shoulders are far from the center of the drive wheels (Figure 31). For clients who self-propel, the seat must be sized or shaped to fit between the upholstery mounting bars. The standard upholstery must be removed and re-

At semi-annual follow-up visits, we accommodate the child's growth by adjusting the size of the S.S.O. Thigh length is added as necessary.

The bilateral pelvic growth paths are thinned or removed when appropriate. The back and sides of the shell can be heated in water the shell width across the chest. Auditory expansions are welded on as necessary to accommodate increase in thoracic height. Head rests and the anchor points for vests and shoulder straps are also elevated as necessary.

Presently, the basic S.S.O. shell is serving for an average of 37 months for children between three years and 14 years of age. We expect the
use of the pelvic growth pads to push that service life even higher. For adults, the average useful life of S.S.O.s is much greater.

We recommend the S.S.O. for children who have non-existent to poor voluntary sitting capability. Other factors which would indicate a need for the S.S.O. in our program, would be significant orthopedic deformities (of the hips and spine) and moderate to severe spastic reflex patterns. Completed physical growth may also be an indication for the S.S.O. because the polypropylene shell is very durable. It requires less repair maintenance than the upholstered systems.

Provision of a quality S.S.O. requires a relatively high level of specific orthotic skill and practice. This may be considered a disadvantage, but we feel the adaptability and quality which results more than justifies the necessary investment.

The structural components of the upholstered Sitting Support Orthosis are made of ABS plastic. The upholstered firm inserts are removable to facilitate cleaning and adjustments for growth. Thoracic supports are thin (of metal) and can be easily adjusted to change height and spacing. The pelvic belt is used on every U.S.S.O. Lumbar holders, vests or shoulder straps, and headrests are used when appropriate. Figure 31 shows some of these design features. During therapy sessions, and for certain daily time periods, therapists or parents may wish to work specifically on improving upper trunk or head control. For this reason, shoulder straps and vests are designed for partial or complete loosening. Head rests can be easily removed from the unit thru the S.S.O. as well as the U.S.S.O.).

The U.S.S.O. is most appropriate for children with poor-to-fair voluntary sitting capability, minimal orthopedic deformities, and less severe spastic reflex pattern. The easy size-adjustability of this design gives it some advantage over the S.S.O. for younger, rapidly growing children. For children under two years, we often utilize one of the commercial infant seat or car seat inserts to which we can add support bolsters, lap belt, etc. (Figure 30).

Fabrication

Much about the fabrication of these orthoses can be inferred from the photos and design information given earlier. Some information on fabrication of the "Gillette" S.S.O. has been discussed in earlier articles on this orthosis.2,3 However, there are some serious errors in the S.S.O. fabrication process we made in the very beginning. Other orthotic labs might repeat those errors unless we return a couple of the procedural steps and more clearly explain the rationale for those steps.

The polypropylene shell is obtained by casting a pattern developed from an impression of the child. To obtain the impression, we position the child, on a supporting fixture (Figure 37) in a face-down, hip-flexed, knees-flexed configuration (Figure 5). We use the weight relieving (horizontal) trunk alignment, support under the knees, and a waist belt for the precise purpose of achieving an impression which does
not possess the poor alignment characteristics we are trying to avoid. The support under the knees allows us to locate the pelvis as directly as possible in alignment with the spine. For the child with tight hamstring muscles, a waist belt on the fixture helps reduce lumbar kyphosis and perhaps achieve a little better lordosis, if possible. The contrasting diagrams in Figures 39a and 39b illustrate the critical role of knee support. The hip flexion angle of the fixture can be varied and is adjusted according to the amount of hip flexion we want in the seat shell. On the positive model, plaster is added to create the bulges and contours needed to avoid pressure on bony prominences (Figure 40). Plaster is added across the back of the upper thorax to give room for extension. Figures 41a and 41b are posterior and lateral views of a positive model duly modified and ready for covering. The resulting polypropylene seat shell is mounted on a polyethylene foam base (Figure 42). Final trim lines, lap belt and seat attachment points, head-rest placement, etc. wait until the child comes for fitting. The molded "Charley Heritage" supportive seat, which also utilizes vacuum distancy to obtain an impression, creates a positive mold, and vacuum forms the seat materials over flat
Figure 35. This photo shows an example of how to shape the base of a seat and use straps instead of standard upholstery to recess the seat into the wheelchair for better access to the wheels.

Figure 36. For children under about two years of age, we can save expense by building appropriate sitting support into one of the commercial infant or car seats.

Figure 37. This is the positioning fixture which helps us obtain an impression with the alignment characteristics we hope to achieve in the finished S.S.U. The hip flexion angle can be varied. The knee supports are moved to the proper position for each child’s impression. The waist belt helps to reduce lumbar kyphosis.

Figure 38. When we have achieved optimum alignment of the child on the fixture, bony prominences and landmarks are covered with masking tape and outlined with lipstick. A bag of polystyrene beads is packed around the child and when a vacuum is drawn on the bag it becomes a firm impression which may be removed and filled with modeling plaster.
model. With the exception of those general similarities, the procedures, materials, and design of the Chairly Heritage seat are very different from the Sitting Support Orthoses developed at Gillette Children's Hospital.

Fabrication of the U.S.S.O. does not require a pattern and is therefore free of the potential problems inherent in obtaining and modifying a model.

Conclusions

This paper has dealt most heavily with biomechanics and design, but many other programmatic components have been mentioned. Devices do not solve seating problems. A program is required. A truly successful seating program, one that approaches the fundamental goals discussed at the beginning of this paper, must contain at least the following components:

1. Involvement of all appropriate and available professional disciplines.
2. Comprehensive discussion with, and education of, the client (when possible), the parents and/or other caretakers, and other available community-based professionals.
3. Attention to finding and solving the family-specific functional (including play, recreation, and transportation) problems and opportunities.
4. Provision of effective equipment with thorough instructions on its use.
5. Education follow-up to uncover and solve the inevitable problems and opportunities brought on by growth and functional changes, to obtain feedback necessary to the efficient evolution of the program.
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Figures 41a and 41b. Posterior and lateral views of a finished molding pattern for an S.S.O. shell.